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About This Game

Mahjong Deluxe 3 is the newest entry in the popular Mahjong series of casual games produced by award-winning game
developer EnsenaSoft. With more than 15 million downloads across versions, the blockbuster series of Mahjong Deluxe

continues to impress with its ease of use, intuitive controls and family-friendly features and content.

Mahjong Deluxe 3 includes 8 different worlds containing a total of 640 exciting puzzle layouts to enjoy in classic 2D and
glorious 3D. Puzzles are laid out using random tile orders, allowing you to replay each layout many times with a new experience
each session. An exciting scoring system, great sound effects and relaxing music adds to the fun. Suitable to players of all ages

and experience levels, Mahjong Deluxe 3 offers a modern rendition of the popular Chinese classic, and is a must-have download
in your casual game collection.
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Title: Mahjong Deluxe 3
Genre: Casual
Developer:
EnsenaSoft
Publisher:
EnsenaSoft
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP Service Pack 2 (SP2), Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: vCard with DirectX 9.0 support

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Norwegian,Portuguese,Swedish,Hungarian
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I think this is the best mahjong game on Steam. It has very calming music which doesn't distract, decent graphics as well as
effects and enough stages to choose from.. goof off on here with my daughter. she loves this game a lot so considering it was so
cheap I can't complain. This is a relaxing game with fills its purpose perfectly. Along with the decent pricetag it makes up for a
nice little puzzlegame. Recommended.. I like this version of the game. I like the way it starts with easy (beginner) levels and lets
you work your way up. The game runs smooth, is easy to navigate, and I like the sound effects. It is also easy to pick up at the
level you left off at.. It is a good mahjong game with all required features and looks really cool too.. Lovely game. It opened
easily, I was able to click on the choices for type of game, the LARGE SIZE game came up for me and I played it four times in
four different configurations. All of those times, the tiles were easy to see and work with. The background music was pleasant,
and (joy of joys) there was no timer on the game counting down and not letting me finish. I really liked that.. doesnt work
anymore, since windows 10 updated. a bit perturbed.... There is no option menu, so you cant mute sounds, which is music so
innoying. And there is some perspetcive problems accurs i think.
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This is a fun game if you like Mahjong solitare it has a good beginner level and harder levels for more advanced players you can
play offline and is good Mahjong fun. My only recommendation is that you play on pc.
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